
 

Roundtable 1: Data visualizations & dashboards for text analytics 

 

The results of text mining can yield precise answers using sophisticated techniques. These can be viewed in tables 

but there are many occasions when users need to look at the whole set of results to analyse distribution, identify 

trends or spot anomalies. This discussion will look at existing use cases, discuss what kind of visualisations are 

important  and look at what kind of reporting dashboards are needed to facilitate this. 

Roundtable 2: Text mining in enterprise workflows: opportunities for integration and embedding 

 

The I2E Web Services API makes it much easier to create your own text analytics applications with features like 

custom interfaces, visualization of results and ad hoc indexing. Our customers have used the WSAPI within 

workflows for applications ranging from patent landscaping to building smart query interfaces.  The introduction of 

a new query language, EASL, opens up opportunities for new applications that can create queries on the fly. This 

roundtable will discuss the opportunities & challenges for I2E integration, different tools for workflow (e.g. KNIME, 

Pipeline Pilot), and how R&D organizations are using such workflows to embed text analytics and gain value across 

different use cases. 

Roundtable 3: The potential of text analytics for real world data 

 

In the life sciences and healthcare, it is critical to use real world data (RWD) to understand the real world impact 

of therapies on patients. RWD can also be used for product reputation management, for key or digital opinion 

leader engagement, and more. Many RWD sources contain unstructured text, which prevents easy analysis. In this 

discussion group, we'll look at potential sources of RWD, such as adverse event reports, electronic health records, 

voice of the customer (VoC) feeds, social media data, claims data, patient group blogs; and discuss the 

opportunities and challenges for various application areas (e.g. HEOR, CER).  

Roundtable 4: Text mining for novel and known chemicals 

 

Extracting chemical information from scientific documents presents a number of challenges. The chemicals are 

represented in many different forms: layman’s terms, brand names, IUPAC nomenclature, systematic names and 

structure diagrams.  It is important to understand the information surrounding the chemicals in text and tables to 

put the chemicals in context.  This roundtable will discuss how text mining can support interpreting the different 

parts of the documents to extract out relevant information. The discussion will include some of the hurdles to do 

this and suggestions for the future.  

Roundtable 5: Text mining full-text literature -  challenges and opportunities 

 

It is relatively easy to text mine abstracts from articles in scientific journals. MEDLINE is the one of the most 

commonly-used data sources for these abstracts and Linguamatics provides cloud-based access to this.  However, 

in some cases, abstracts may not be good enough. Has any information been missed? The only way to be sure is 

to search through the complete article. In the past, this has been a time-consuming process involving many steps:  

 Identify the full text articles for text mining 

 Obtain permission from the publisher to text mine the content (publishers typically do not allow text 

mining by default) 

 Download the articles 

 Index the documents with I2E using the appropriate configuration files 

 Text mine the articles and extract the appropriate information 

This session will discuss existing processes and what would be desired in a future solution to address any hurdles.  


